Effects of phase aberration and noise on extended high frame rate imaging.
Based on the high frame rate (HFR) imaging theories, an extended HFR imaging method has been developed recently in our lab where multiple limited-diffraction array beams or steered plane waves are used in transmissions to reconstruct a high quality image of an equivalent dynamic focusing in both transmissions and receptions. The method has the potential to simplify imaging systems because the fast Fourier transform and square-wave aperture weightings can be used. The method is also flexible in using different numbers of transmissions for a continuous trade-off between image quality and frame rate. In this paper, we study the effects of phase aberration and noise on the extended HFR imaging method with in vitro experiments and compare the results with those obtained with a conventional delay-and-sum (D&S) method of a fixed-transmission focus and a dynamically-focused reception. In the experiments, an ATS539 tissue-mimicking phantom and an Acuson V2 phase array transducer (128 elements, 2.5 MHz, and 0.15-mm pitch) were used. The transducer was driven by a homemade general-purpose HFR imaging system that was capable of producing both the limited-diffraction array beams and steeredplane waves and echo data were acquired with the same system and then transferred to a personal computer via a universal serial bus (USB) 2.0 link for image reconstructions. The phase aberration was introduced by adding random phase shifts to both transmission and reception beams. The random noise was added to the received radiofrequency echo data. Results show that the phase aberration and noise degrade both the extended HFR and the conventional delay-and-sum (D&S) imaging method. However, images reconstructed with the extended HFR imaging method have an overall higher quality than those with the D&S method given the phase aberration and noise models studied.